
Reframing Your Thoughts
Apply these simple reframing strategies to help exercise 

control over unhelpful thought pat terns. Try each and 

pract ice the one that  resonates with you most.

- Not ice your thoughts. Pause when you have pain or a recurring situat ion and ask, 

?What am I thinking right  now?? For example, ?This hurts,? ?I can?t do it ,? or ?I?ll never get  bet ter.?

- Label your thoughts with an emot ion. Did the thought stem from fear, worry, anger, or sadness? 

This helps you to be more aware over t ime of the nature of your thoughts.1

- If  you?d like, name the type of thought; posit ive, negat ive, or neut ral.

Ident ify Your Thoughts
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Once you have not iced and named a thought, t ry one of the strategies below to put  some distance 

between yourself  and the thought:

- Imagine the thought out  in front  of  your mind as if  it  were on a movie screen.

- See the thought as a bubble f loat ing by, or like an image rushing by while you are sit t ing on a t rain.

- Visualize the thought inside a balloon, f loat ing farther and farther away from you with each exhale

- Pract ice RAIN2 with the thought:
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- Once you not ice a thought, ask yourself, ?Is it  t rue, is it  useful, is it  kind??3

- It  may feel t rue, but  how can you change it  to also be useful and kind? For instance, 

?I hurt  right  now, but  I am gett ing better and I am strong? instead of ?I hurt  and I 

can?t change.?

- Use the present tense to think about the future you want  to see: ?I am strong? 

instead of ?I want to be strong.?

- Ask yourself  what you would say to a dear friend who is in pain or working on a new 

skill. Say this version to yourself  instead.4 

- Ask yourself  these four quest ions:

1. What is the thought?

2. Can I absolutely know it?s t rue?

3. How do I react  when I believe the thought?

4. Who would I be if  the opposite were t rue?5

Ways to Challenge & Change Your Thoughts
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